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Abstract

In this work we studied the effects of piston bowl design on combustion in a small-bore direct-injection diesel engine. Two bowl designs were compared: a conventional, omega-shaped bowl and a stepped-lip piston bowl. Experiments were carried out in the Sandia single-cylinder optical engine facility, with a medium-load, mild-boosted operating condition featuring a pilot+main injection strategy. CFD simulations were carried out with the FRESCO platform featuring full-geometric body-fitted mesh modeling of the engine and were validated against measured in-cylinder performance as well as soot natural luminosity images. Differences in combustion development were studied using the simulation results, and sensitivities to in-cylinder flow field (swirl ratio) and injection rate parameters were also analyzed. In-cylinder mixture formation analysis showed that ignition of the pilot injection mixture develops nearly as it would in a homogeneous adiabatic reactor, being mostly advected, not mixed, by the bowl’s swirling motion, while its timing is influenced by the local flow field. Details of the local in-cylinder flow are also more crucial than injection parameters in igniting the main injection’s premixed fuel, as it determines the relative overlap with the high-temperature pilot ignited mixture. Bowl geometry effects drive diffusive and late-cycle combustion, as structural differences of the main injection spray flames appear due to the different impact geometries at the piston bowl rim. However, these do not affect wall heat transfer significantly: it is dominated by the piston surface area. Better air utilization with the stepped-lip geometry, thanks to greater azimuthal spreading at the rim, a strong recirculating vortex in the squish region, and better mixing in the bowl, is responsible for better late-cycle combustion efficiency and lower soot emissions.

Introduction

Diesel engines are being put under pressure by increasingly tighter requirements of lower emissions and higher fuel efficiency. Combustion chamber design, together with injector parameters and intake port design, is one of the major factors which affect the engine’s fuel efficiency and pollutant emission behavior [1]. Conventional high-speed diesel engine pistons feature a re-entrant, omega-shaped bowl. In these geometries, in-cylinder flow is dominated by squish-swirl interactions near TDC [2, 3]: squish flow does work on the swirling flow to increase its angular velocity, yielding a vertical-plane flow structure, a toroidal vortex which limits fuel penetration inside the squish region volume and carries fuel-rich mixture into the bowl. The radial momentum of the spray jets can also perform work on the swirling flow by partially redistributing as additional rotational energy. This operation also introduces flow strain which will increase late-cycle turbulence production [2].

Stepped-lip bowls [4, 5] have been employed as means to improve turbulent flow structure and mixing behavior, but the mechanisms responsible for these changes are not well understood yet. Automatic genetic algorithm optimization in the work of Wickman et al. found a step-lip geometry as an optimal design which led to significant emission reductions, especially at retarded injection timing [6]. Air utilization in stepped-lip pistons may improve via a better fuel split at the step, which helps decrease soot emissions and improve indicated efficiency. Kurtz et al. suggested that improved air utilization in the squish region may be responsible for higher mixing-controlled heat-release rates [4]. Dolak et al. improved combustion efficiency by achieving two spatially separated combustion events [7]. Styron et al. found that a stepped-lip bowl produces a more even mixture distribution than a conventional bowl above the squish region [1]. Dual vortex structure resulting from optimal fuel split at the step are often identified as a means to improve air utilization [8, 9, 10].

Recent experimental and numerical studies comparing a conventional, re-entrant piston and a stepped-lip piston indicated that, for a medium-load conventional diesel combustion operating condition, benefits in mixing controlled heat release with the stepped-lip bowl are sensitive to injection timing [11], and that the reason should be sought in the step’s ability to generate a well-balanced upper recirculation vortex [12]: with a conventional bowl, most fuel is always directed towards the bowl; while in a stepped-lip geometry, the amount of fuel being directed towards the squish volume varies significantly based on the injector-piston targeting, and on the flow’s ability to generate an adverse pressure gradient at the step.

In this work, changes in combustion behavior due to piston geometry in a light-duty direct-injection diesel engine, equipped with two bowl designs, were studied using CFD simulations. The simulations, performed with the FRESCO platform [13], reproduced experiments carried out in the Sandia single-cylinder optical engine facility, at a medium-load, mild-boosted operating condition featuring a pilot+main injection strategy. Two piston bowl designs were used: a conventional, omega-shaped piston, and a stepped-lip piston.

Building up from previous work on in-cylinder flow, turbulence and mixing, this study aimed at understanding the causes of different combustion development with the different piston geometries, and the sensitivities of each piston geometry to operating parameters. Differences in in-cylinder flame structure were studied first, and sensitivities to in-cylinder flow field (swirl ratio) and injection rate parameters were also analyzed. A theory for the different mutual interactions of pilot and main injection pulses was established. The study of bulk mixing revealed that most soot emission reduction in the stepped-lip
geometry arises from its weaker flow structures inside the bowl. Finally, a study of heat transfer suggested that, despite different flame structures at the walls, thermal efficiency benefits correlate directly with the piston surface area.

### Simulation setup

The FRESCO CFD simulation platform was used for the current study. A modern Fortran toolkit, it implements an unstructured, parallel volume-of-fluid solver for the turbulent Navier Stokes equations with automatic domain decomposition for variable-topology meshes. More details about FRESCO are given in [13]. Turbulence is modeled using a generalized re-normalization group (RNG) turbulence closure model that was previously validated with engine flows, as well as for impinging and reacting jets [14]. Fuel injection and spray phenomena are modeled with an enhanced Lagrangian-Droplet/Eulerian-Fluid (LDEF) approach [15], whose model constants were optimized against Engine Combustion Network data [16]. No further tuning was performed for the current study, as comparisons against Engine Combustion Network data [16]. No further tuning was performed for the current study, as comparisons against Engine Combustion Network data [16].

### Table 1. Combustion models employed for the current study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Injection</td>
<td>11.5 CAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake pressure</td>
<td>151 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake temperature</td>
<td>353 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolant temperature</td>
<td>363 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust pressure</td>
<td>145.7 kPa (constant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake charge composition</td>
<td>79.2 vol% N₂, 19.7 vol% O₂, 1.1 vol% CO₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swirl ratio (Ricardo)</td>
<td>2.2 (both intake swirl plates open)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel</td>
<td>DPRF58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection pressure (baseline)</td>
<td>800 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot-main hydraulic dwell</td>
<td>11.5 CAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection timing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot SSE (SSE17)</td>
<td>-17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main SOI (degs aTDC)</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Engine and fuel injector geometry data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bore</td>
<td>82.0 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>90.4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squish height</td>
<td>1.36 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometric compression ratio</td>
<td>15.8 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle hole conicity (k)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injector included angle</td>
<td>149°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Engine operating point and simulation boundary conditions. Note the naming convention for the two injection timings.
Figure 1. Full-engine CFD mesh used in this study. Cutaway views are shown to depict each piston bowl. The large intake and exhaust plenums represent the single-cylinder research engine setup.

Figure 2. Simulated injection rate profiles for the two injection strategies [30].

Engine geometric data is summarized in Table 2, as available on the ECN website [31]. An unstructured, body-fitted, hexahedral mesh, with 725k cells at bottom dead center, was used for the full engine model [32], for optimal boundary layer modelling, as represented in Figure 1. Details of the 7-hole injector used in this study are also given in Table 4. The simulations matched actual spray targeting used in the engine experiments: adjusted injector tip protrusion values were used for each piston, in order to guarantee optimal near-TDC injector-piston targeting. Targeting data is available on the ECN website, as well as measured injection rate laws for the baseline cases [30].

Two consecutive cold-flow cycles were simulated to reach acceptable convergence of the flow field prediction at IVC, while keeping the total computational time reasonable, according to the methodology reported in [3]: each simulation being initialized at the time of exhaust valve opening of cycle 0, where a synthetic swirling flow field initialization corresponding to a small residual swirl level ($R_s = 0.05$) is imposed. Turbulence levels, density, pressure, temperature, and composition are initialized as homogenous for each of three regions: (1) cylinder; (2) intake ports, runners, and surge tank; (3) the exhaust ports, runners, and surge tank. Cycle 1 is simulated in its entirety but without fuel injection. Results of previous investigations indicate that after this cycle, the most significant features of in-cylinder flow are well converged [3]. The in-cylinder flow field at IVC of cycle 2 from the cold-flow simulation is directly mapped as an initial condition to the combusting simulation. Region-averaged values for turbulence quantities (turbulence intensity and length scale) and thermodynamic quantities (temperature and pressure fields) are also mapped to the combusting calculation, as homogeneous initial field values. Validated in-cylinder flow field and equivalence ratio predictions can be found in [33].

Engine operating conditions for the current study are given in Table 3 and represent corresponding experimental conditions [34]. A same operating point representing a part-load (9bar IMEP), conventional diesel combustion strategy (CDC9) with a split pilot-main injection strategy was employed. Injection takes place in a slightly-dilute, reacting environment with 19.7 vol% oxygen content. Two injection schedules were employed, where the pilot-main dwell is constant, and the injection rate
law is block shifted. They are identified by start of solenoid energizing (SSE) timing for the pilot injection: a SSE=-17 deg aTDC, or “near-TDC” main injection, has a main injection pulse starting shortly before top dead center; SSE=-7 deg aTDC, or “intermediate” injection timing, leads to efficiency and emissions advantages over the conventional piston when fired thanks to faster mixing-controlled heat release, and the main injection pulse starts at approximately 9.1 CA deg aTDC [11]. Baseline injection rate profiles were measured with a hydraulic injection rate meter [30], and are represented in Figure 2.

Results and discussion

Validation

In-cylinder pressure and heat release rate profile validation for both injection timings is reported in Figures 3, 4 for the conventional piston and Figures 5, 6 for the stepped-lip piston. The CFD simulations behaved consistently across all simulated results, as the same spray setup, and no additional calibration (i.e. of the injection rate timings) were introduced to avoid adding further uncertainty to the interpretation of the results. In all cases, pilot and main injection ignition delay times (IDT) were well-predicted using the multiChem mechanism, despite shock tube data for a detailed kinetics validation with the large alkanes in DPRF fuels not being available yet. The largest discrepancy in heat release (HR) rates was seen for the premixed HR peak at the beginning of the main injection for the SSE17 case. As Figure 7 shows, this is the location where the largest cycle-to-cycle variability is seen in the experiments. With the stepped-lip piston, a slightly under-predicted diffusive heat release rate plateau was predicted. Also, different late-cycle heat release profiles with injection timing were correctly captured for both pistons: exponential-decay-like for the SSE07 strategy, and with an elbow at ~15 degrees aTDC for the SSE17 strategy.

Soot natural luminosity. In-cylinder predictions were also compared against in-cylinder soot natural luminosity (NL) images [34] for additional validation of the local flow and flame structures. For this study, the same soot model constants suggested by Hessel et al. [35] for the 2-step Hiroyasu model were employed (Table 2). The study of [35] showed that it is possible to achieve quantitative comparisons of CFD predictions with soot NL via appropriate radiative transfer functions; that requires expensive post-processing and was beyond the scope of this work. Instead, a simpler approach using volume fraction iso-surfaces was used.
For each of the images in Figures 8,9,10, five soot volume fraction isosurfaces were drawn at predicted soot levels $f_v = [1, 5, 10, 15, 20]$ ppm; each of these surfaces is semi-transparent and contoured by temperature. When overlapping, these isosurfaces yield a thicker, less transparent plot, which mimics the effects of a larger transfer function integral along the line of sight.

The soot ensemble-averaged NL images indicated drastically different soot formation/oxidation patterns inside the bowl and in the inner squish region (near-bore radii and the step lip regions are experimentally invisible). In both pistons, little to no soot is seen forming during the pilot injections, so the images begin with the main injection. In Figure 8, early soot formation appears as the main injection hits the piston bowl surface, where rich high-temperature pockets stagnate and are then advected outward to the squish and deep into the bowl. The stagnation points, counterclockwise tilted due to swirling motion, represent the soot NL peak at this stage.
Figure 10. Measured (right) ensemble-averaged soot natural luminosity vs. predicted soot concentration (fv = [1, 5, 10, 15, 20] ppm) contoured by temperature. SSE07 case, CA=45.0 aTDC, top: conventional piston; bottom: stepped-lip piston.

In Figure 9, a later stage is shown, after all fuel from the main pulse has been injected. The model shows that most soot is now located inside the bowl, and the soot cloud is more organized into an annular structure in the conventional piston. The model also shows significant amounts of soot reach the squish volume near the cylinder liner, beyond the field of view of the experimental imagery. In the stepped-lip geometry, the squish soot cloud exhibits larger azimuthal extent, as the fuel vapor jets also merge azimuthally, while separate jets are still seen with the conventional bowl. Figure 10 represents late-cycle soot structure. Soot NL intensity is lower and the fv isosurfaces have smaller spatial extent, as most soot from the main injection has already been oxidized. At this stage, significant discrepancies arise: with the conventional piston, much more residual soot is present inside the bowl than with the stepped-lip one. The residual soot cloud still resembles the toroidal structure originating in Figure 9, even 18 crank angle degrees later.

Despite the relatively simple model, the local soot NL analysis showed acceptably good agreement of the simulation also in terms of local in-cylinder quantities.

**Combustion development analysis**

Combustion phenomenology was analyzed looking at in-cylinder flame structures. Diesel flames were reproduced using volume rendering of temperature with a threshold T_{flame} ≥ 1500K; liquid fuel structure was represented by the computational parcels, sized by parcel volume and contoured by liquid-phase temperature. Figure 11 represents combustion development in both piston geometries for the SSE07 case.

**Pilot injection.** Pilot injection jets were seen igniting approximately 6 crank angle degrees after SOI_{pilot} (Figure 11 a)), as high-temperature pockets appear at the spray jet tips, where mixing has already occurred. With the conventional bowl, all pockets ignited almost simultaneously, while a slightly larger IDT range of approximately 3 crank angle degrees was seen with the stepped-lip geometry, where all pilot jets were ignited by 5 deg aTDC (Figure 11 b)).

With the conventional piston, greater swirl ratio is present inside the bowl, which explains the wider azimuthal stretch of the pilot-ignited pockets in Figure 11 b). With greater azimuthal spreading, the high-temperature pockets in the conventional bowl make up for a larger *firewall*, which can foster ignitability of the main injection. Residual liquid-phase fuel is still present in both piston geometries, mostly located at the cylinder center, still close to the injector.

In order to have a quantitative outlook at why the pilot injections exhibited a different behavior, a stoichiometric isosurface-based reconstruction method was used. A reactive equivalence ratio field based on Mueller et al.’s atom-based formulation was computed [36]:

$$\phi = \frac{2[c]+1/\alpha}{[O]}$$

and a stoichiometric level-set isosurface triangulation was extracted at $\phi=1$ based on the marching cells algorithm of [37]. Figure 12 highlights the piston geometry effects on relevant properties of the stoichiometric isosurface in the pilot injection’s ignition delay time range (SSE07 case). The stoichiometric isosurface area has comparatively similar size, but it exhibits different behavior: with a conventional bowl, the initially formed stoichiometric pocket increases size since it is stretched by high bulk swirl, and the area starts decaying as ignition takes place. With the stepped-lip geometry, the area keeps decaying since very early after SOI_{pilot}, as a result of greater local mixing. This is confirmed by the turbulent mass diffusion coefficient:

$$D_t = \frac{\mu_e}{\rho Sc_t} \left[ \frac{\text{cm}^2}{s} \right]$$

where $\mu_e$ is a local turbulence viscosity predicted by the GRNG k-epsilon model, $\rho$ the local gas-phase density, and $Sc_t=0.68$ a turbulent Schmidt number assumed constant and homogeneous through the domain. Assuming similar ambient density, $D_t$ correlates linearly with the local turbulence viscosity at the stoichiometric isosurface.
Figure 11. Combustion development for the SSE07 case. Piston geometries: (left) conventional, (right) stepped-lip. a) pilot injection ignition; b) pilot injection transport; c) early main injection; d) main injection ignition; e) main injection impact; f) late-cycle structure.

Figure 12. Piston geometry effects on $\phi=1$ surface properties during pilot ignition delay time for the SSE07 case. (left) stoichiometric isosurface area; (center) surface-averaged temperature; (right) surface-averaged turbulent mass diffusion coefficient.

With the stepped-lip geometry, local mass diffusion at the turbulence scale of the pilot’s stoichiometric pockets is an average 49.9% greater than for the conventional geometry (Figure 12). As a result, the pilot jets temperature in the stepped-lip geometry on average undergoes a slightly longer dwell between low- and high-temperature chemistry stages, as well as a slightly slower high-temperature heat release phase (Figure 12, center). Despite this discrepancy, both piston geometries exhibit a pretty clear homogeneous reactor-like temperature history, with well-defined low- and high-temperature stages. This suggests that the pilot injection pockets which have formed inside the bowl are _shaken, not stirred_ with the surrounding flow patterns.

Main injection. Developed liquid columns due to the main injection are represented in Figure 11c. At this stage, residual fuel from the pilot injection was almost completely vaporized, and the main injection’s radial penetration length was very close to the pilot injected fuel’s ignited location. This would actively feed fuel vapor into the high-temperature swirling pockets from the pilot injection.

This configuration would lead to selective ignition of the main fuel jets as long as they would intersect with a high-temperature pilot ignited mixture region (Figure 11d). For the intersecting jets, fuel has ignited and diffusion flames have already started to surround them, while no high-temperature ignition was seen yet for those jets, such as the 12 o’clock jet, which reached the bowl rim in the low-temperature region between two pilot ignited pockets. This suggested that relative pilot-main clocking, affected by local flow features and injector operation, could be responsible for the high cyclic variability of premixed HR, as observed in Figure 7. Additional analysis is reported in the following section.

Fully developed Diesel flames from the main injection were seen to form as soon as the ignited main jets reached the piston bowl rims, as represented in Figure 11e. In both cases, jet split given by the impact geometry against the step determined the relative penetration both into the squish and the bowl volumes. Some jet-to-jet deviations were present, but they led to no significant differences in jet structure. With the stepped-lip geometry, high-temperature pockets past the rim had larger azimuthal extent, as the step seemed to create a wider stagnation region, which fostered greater azimuthal dispersion of the fuel; while in the central part of the cylinder, the jets merged less with one another than with the conventional combustion chamber.

Late-cycle flame structure, after the end of the main injection, is represented in Figure 11f. Developed flames are present both in the squish and the bowl volumes regardless of piston bowl geometry. Inside the bowl, the jets have merged into an azimuthally coherent...
Figure 13. Swirl ratio effect on in-cylinder heat release rate. Stepped-lip piston, SSE07 injection strategy.

Figure 14. Swirl ratio effect on main injection ignition, stepped-lip piston, SSE07: temperature contours over $\phi=1$ level set.

Figure 15. Swirl ratio effect on in-cylinder heat release rate. Conventional piston, SSE07 injection strategy.

Figure 16. Swirl ratio effect on main injection ignition, conventional piston, SSE07: temperature contours over $\phi=1$ level set.
toroidal structure, due to the swirling flow. Squish flames are characterized by different azimuthal extent: it is larger for the stepped-lip piston, while individual jets are still visible for the conventional bowl. Near the cylinder head, the latter are also somewhat more pushed towards the liner, while the stepped-lip jets show stronger inward flow, recirculating more towards the jet entrainment region.

**Swirl Ratio and Rail Pressure Effect on Premixed HR**

In order to understand the role of operating parameters on the main injection’s premixed HR phase behavior of Figure 7, two sets of combusting simulations in a sector mesh model were setup: the first one focused on swirl ratio inside the bowl; the second on the initial injection momentum/mixing transient, by changing injection rate shapes according to different injector rail pressures.

**Swirl ratio effect.** The effect of IVC swirl ratio on the heat release traces is reported in Figures 13 and 15. In both pistons, a reference case had the same mapped IVC quantities from the full mesh simulation according to the procedure outlined in [33]; a low-swirl case had Rs_{IVC}=Rs_0-0.4, and a high-swirl case had Rs_{IVC}=Rs_0+0.2, as represented in Figure 17. In both piston geometries, the pilot injection “pockets” had different rotational speed, as suggested by the different clocking of the high-temperature regions in Figures 14,16. However, pilot ignition delay time was not significantly affected by bulk swirl. This strengthened the hypothesis that pilot injection pockets are advected, but not significantly mixed, with the surrounding flow.

Both pistons’ premixed HR traces were affected by swirl, but the stepped-lip geometry exhibited the greatest sensitivity. For the stepped-lip piston (Figure 14), premixed HR is defined by the extent of the overlap between the high-temperature pockets from the pilot injection and the main injection jet. With higher swirl, better overlap is achieved, and the high-temperature pockets fosters early ignition of the main jet, which ultimately leads to a smoother premixed HR profile. With lower swirl, the pilot injection pocket overlapped with the jet only when a significant amount of fuel from the main had already reached the bowl rim. Hence, greater fuel mass would experience premixed ignition, causing a higher HR peak.

With the conventional piston, limited sensitivity to swirl ratio was predicted. As shown in Figure 16, the main injection’s premixed HR peak occurs when the main spray jet reaches the thick bowl rim quickly after overlapping with the pilot. At the rim, a rich stagnation region drives the greater HR peak. Some differences arise late-cycle, as higher swirl allows for higher heat release rate because of the faster dissipation of the in-bowl toroidal vortex.

**Rail pressure effect.** Considering that oscillations in rail pressure can be significant, an injection rate analysis was established to understand the role of the injector opening transient during the main injection pulse. A simple phenomenological model of the Bosch CRIP2.2 injector was employed [38]. Four injection pressures of 800, 1000, 1200, and 1300 bar were tested. In Figure 18, predicted injection rates for the main pulse are compared with the experimental main pulse trace, which was obtained at p_{rail} = 1200 bar operation.

Predicted heat release traces for the stepped-lip piston are reported in Figure 19. The relative clocking between the high-temperature pilot pocket and the main jet was unaffected by rail pressure, as represented in Figure 20, and limited effect of rail pressure on the initial HR profile were seen for p_{rail} ≥ 1000 bar. Most differences appeared later, as sustained momentum from the injection changes.
the fuel split between the squish and bowl region. Differences after the end of injection were negligible. This suggested that the turbulent mixing conditions which prepare premixed HR in the stepped-lip geometry with a pilot-main strategy are more strongly correlated with the relative clocking caused by the pilot-main dwell and bulk swirl motion inside the bowl.

Conventional piston heat release traces at varying rail pressures are reported in Figure 21. Rail pressure effect is more pronounced than with a stepped-lip piston, as the extent and timing of the heat release peak is strongly coupled with the injection rate law. As shown in Figure 22, at higher rail pressures, faster jets reach the bowl rim’s impact region sooner, which leads to higher and earlier premixed HR peaks. Lower rail pressures cause slower transient fuel jets which also exhibit a slower HR ramp-up phase. In all cases, the relative clocking between the main jet and the high-temperature pocket from the pilot injection caused near complete overlap. This did not reduce the changes in premixed HR profiles, suggesting that the driving mechanism for premixed HR in the conventional bowl is the amount of mass stagnating at the thick bowl rim as ignition takes place, and the sustained mass flux to it from the injection’s momentum.

Convective mixing analysis

As previously observed [12], different piston geometries lead to different bulk flow patterns after the injection which may be responsible not only for different air utilization, but also for different fuel air mixing. In the attempt to understand how these could affect combustion development, we analyzed bulk mixing through air/fuel equivalence ratio isosurfaces.
The reactive equivalence ratio formulation of Mueller was used to generate an in-cylinder equivalence ratio field, used to extract three iso-surfaces \([\phi]=0.5\), stoichiometric \((\phi=1.0)\) and rich \((\phi=2.0)\). These isosurfaces were used as a dummy, moving ‘flame front’ representation for the diesel flame, and local mixing was estimated as local mass flux \(\phi_m\) through isosurface, from the moving reference frame perspective:

\[
\phi_m = \int_S \rho \cdot (u_{cfd} - u_{iso}) \cdot \vec{n} \cdot dS.
\]

In this formulation, \(u_{cfd}\) represents the interpolated CFD velocity field value at the isosurface triangulation, \(\rho\) the local mixture density and \(u_{iso}\) the local front velocity. In order to estimate the local front velocity, we employed the swept volume method of [39], where two subsequent simulation snapshots at \(\Delta \theta = 0.5\) crank angle degrees were used for the swept volume calculation. In our approach, the iso-surface normal direction points toward the low-value region, i.e., equivalence ratio normals point toward the lean volume. Hence, positive mass flux through an equivalence ratio isosurface indicates jet-like mixing, i.e., when fuel vapor at richer concentration meets the surrounding air driven by bulk transport. Negative mass flux instead indicates entrainment-like mixing, i.e., when fresh/leaner charge is being advected into the equivalence ratio front towards the rich region.

Figures 23 and 24 represent in-cylinder mixing behavior for the SSE07 case at three equivalence ratio iso-surfaces, while Figure 25 reports corresponding mixing iso-surface structures at relevant crank angles. Four relevant points were identified based on the observed mixing phenomenology: 1) early main injection, at the impact with the piston bowl rim; 2) late main injection, when established penetration into the squish and bowl volumes is present; 3) end-of-injection behavior, shortly after the end of the main injection; 4) late-cycle structure. The conventional piston exhibited two positive mixing peaks, early and at the end of injection, with a negative peak in between, followed by a slightly negative late-cycle behavior, towards well-balanced mixing. The stepped-lip bowl exhibited remarkably different behavior beginning with the end of injection and into the late-cycle region, as no second positive flux peak was observed.

Early into the main injection (1), the driving mixing mechanism for both pistons is the positive flux at the piston bowl rim, caused by thermal expansion of the ignited jet, as well as fuel mass accumulation at the stagnation point. Negative entrainment flux is
mixing being caused both by positive and negative contributions. Inside the conventional bowl, instead, a toroidal vortex has formed. Swirling motion limits mixing across this stoichiometric isosurface, whose normals are orthogonal to the main flow direction. This explains the longer persistence of a rich, sooty cloud as observed in Figure 10.

Heat transfer

An investigation on wall heat transfer was carried out to understand whether different hot temperature gas footprints on the engine's surfaces could affect the overall thermal efficiency. For each piston geometry, heat flux at three separate surfaces was analyzed: piston (not including the crevice region), head (not including the colder valve bottoms), and liner. For reduced mesh dependency of the heat transfer predictions, the two models have identical azimuthal resolution, and nearly identical radial discretization at the walls, employing o-grid refinement. $y^+$ predictions are similar in each region, as reported in Figure 26: during injection, most piston values are in the $[50, 150]$ range, head values in the $[100, 200]$ range and liner values in the $[20, 40]$ range. CFD-predicted heat flux follows Han and Reitz’s thermal law of the wall formulation [40]:

$$q_w = \begin{cases} 
\frac{c_p \rho u^* (T - T_{wall})}{y^+ Pr_t}, & y^+ \leq 11.05 \\
\frac{c_p \rho u^* T \log(T/T_{wall})}{2.1 \log(y^+) + 2.513}, & y^+ > 11.05
\end{cases}$$

Figures 27 and 28 report surface-integral instantaneous wall heat fluxes for the SSE07 and SSE17 injection timings.
Figure 26. Predicted wall $y^*$, SSE07 case.

Figure 27. Instantaneous wall heat flux comparison for the SSE07 case.

Figure 28. Instantaneous wall heat flux comparison for the SSE17 case.

Figure 29. Piston heat flux comparison, SSE07 case.
In both cases, heat flux at the piston surface dominates, while liner and head heat fluxes after the start of injection account for between to ~25% and ~35% of the total heat flux, with increasing weight late cycle, when instantaneous heat release due to combustion is low. The heat flux pattern at the piston is unvaried, with clear correlation with heat release timing, and greater heat flux for the conventional piston. Head and liner heat flux patterns instead vary with the injection timing. These results agree fairly well with the medium-load comparison of pistons 1 and 3 in Fridricksson et al. [41].

**Piston heat flux.** A representation of local heat flux at the piston surface is reported in Figure 29. Both during the injection and late-cycle, local heat flux is defined by the footprint of hot temperature gases above the piston surface. Late cycle, hot gases cover nearly the whole surface, while during injection some areas of the squish volume and the center of the bowl are still uncovered. However, local heat flux coefficients are much higher thanks to higher gas temperature.

The role of piston surface area was analyzed by looking at time integrals of wall heat flux through the piston surface. The conventional bowl geometry has a total piston surface (not including the crevice) of 74.95 cm², while the stepped-lip piston geometry has a total surface of 67.23 cm², approximately 10.3% smaller. Figures 31 and 32 show that, regardless of injection timing, piston performance is unvaried; both pistons produce nearly identical per-unit-area wall heat fluxes, which suggests that the greater surface area is what causes larger heat flux with the conventional piston.

**Head and liner flux.** Secondary fluxes vary significantly both with injection timing and with piston shape. Regarding the effect of injection timing, Figures 27 and 28 show that a similar pattern is experienced regardless of piston geometry. With a near-TDC main injection (SSE17), head and liner fluxes are limited by the small squish volume and relatively limited hot gas penetration into the squish toward the liner.

With a late main injection (SSE07), much more hot gases are being deviated into the squish volume, which leads to higher wall heat transfer. As represented in Figure 30, head heat flux with the stepped-lip geometry is larger than with the conventional bowl when upward flow redirection at the step lip is strong enough to create high-momentum impact against the cylinder head. Overall, this phenomenon still leads to approximately one order of magnitude smaller heat flux than from the piston surface, hence, not too relevant for thermal efficiency. However, it may lead to increased thermal fatigue of the head and valve components.

**Concluding remarks**

In this study, the effect of piston geometry on combustion behavior in a high-speed, direct injected diesel engine was studied using computational fluid dynamics. The Sandia National Laboratories optical diesel engine, equipped with a stepped-lip piston and a conventional, omega-shaped piston, was simulated, operating a conventional diesel combustion mode with two injection timings, for which extensive experimental validation had been previously achieved.
Following validation of the in-cylinder flow structures, the following analyses were conducted: ignition of the pilot and main injections via tracking of the in-cylinder high-temperature clouds; effects of swirl ratio and injection rate transient; in-cylinder mixing fluxed; wall heat transfer.

The following conclusions were drawn:

- The pilot injection behaves as in a homogeneous reactor: advected, but not significantly mixed by the flow field inside the bowl. Its ignition delay time is mostly affected by the local, turbulent flow features, and not much by bulk transport (swirl).
- Bowl swirl ratio and in-cylinder flow do not affect the pilot IDT, but are critical to capturing the pilot-main jet interaction. This phenomenon affects actual engine operation: the extent to which swirl transports the pilot mixture varies cycle-by-cycle and jet-by-jet. Capturing these effects in a simulation is also necessary to predict correct heat release rates.
- Ignition of the main injection follows different mechanisms: with a conventional bowl, it is driven by stagnation of fuel at the thick piston bowl rim; hence, it is not very sensitive to the relative pilot-main clocking, and only slightly more sensitive to rail pressure. With a stepped-lip bowl, ignition correlates more strongly with the amount of overlap with the hot pilot injected pockets; hence, it is more sensitive to operating parameters such as bowl swirl ratio and rail pressure.
- The stepped-lip piston geometry exhibited better late-cycle mixing behavior, thanks to the lack of a stable vortex structure inside the bowl, caused by smaller bowl volume and by weaker penetration into that area. This explained the better late-cycle soot oxidation behavior observed. Early, injection-driven mixing was instead similar to that of conventional bowl.
- Wall heat transfer is strongly affected by the piston geometry: with a stepped-lip piston, lower wall heat losses were seen at the piston surface, where a correlation with the piston surface area was observed. Heat transfer at the cylinder head and at the liner could be worse with a stepped-lip piston, as hot gases are more directed towards the head and liner regions and locally higher heat transfer coefficients are produced. However, the latter affect overall heat transfer by never more than 20-30%.
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